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These chairs have some good and
some bad points.
Can you spot
them? Do you know what to look
for in shopping? This publication has some handy advice to
rely on when shopping for a
lounge chair. It is also a good
idea to visit stores for more
information.

WHEN YOU BUY A LOUNGE CHAIR
Recorrunended by Katherine L. Habel, Extension Specialist, Home Furnishings

DECISIONS
When you decide you need a comfortable chair, here are some pointers to look
for in making your selection.

A PLEASING DESIGN
Well-designed, well-chosen furniture is ageless and adaptable to many situations and uses. It serves its purpose gracefully with pleasing lines and proportions. Today's well-designed chairs are sturdy and comfortable, have simple clearcut graceful lines, and are easy to move and care for.
Decide whether you prefer furniture which is formal or informal. The simpler
the design the better it will look with other furnishings. The contour and silhouette of the chair, are also important since you may locate it out in the room.
Colors of fabrics should complement rather than detract from the wood color,
and should enhance other room colors. Collect swatches and samples of room colors
and examine them together in daylight and artificial light.
Textures should harmonize too. Woods like mahogany require rich, smoothtextured fabrics such as upholsterer's satin or damask. Sturdy woods like oak
harmonize with the design and scale of the chair and room. A large bold printed
fabric looks best on large scaled pieces. Small prints on small scaled chairs or
sofas look best.

HARMONIOUS WITH OTHER FURNISHINGS
A chair cannot be well-chosen without consideration of the overall r~om and
house plan. Circulation paths must be clear to most used openings and seating
pieces. Mass and weight should be balanced and you will want to consider the size
of the chair in relations to where it will set. Choose colors to direct attention
to centers of interest in the room.
All woods need not be alike in a room. You may have interesting variety by
using a greater amount .of one kind and color, accented by one or two contrasting
pieces of other woods.
When you go shopping take a simple sketch of your ro~ plan and swatches of
the fabrics and colors, Carefully select furnishings that blend in color, texture,
and pattern.
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COMFORT
A chair must be comfortable to touch and to sit on as well as pleasing to
look at. Try chairs when you are rested and when you are not wearing heavy outer
garments. A satisfactory chair supports your body in a comfortable, relaxed position as long as you sit in it, in one or in different positions.
Because chairs are built for people of average height and weight, comfort
depends partly on your height, body proportions, weight, and distribution of weight.
Ask yourself these questions:
SEAT
Height - Do your feet rest comfortably on the floor?
Depth

- Does the seat depth help to give you good back support?

Width

- Can you move around easily?

Slant

- Does the seat slant slightly to the back and help to hold you
in? Seats noticeably lower at the back usually are hard to
get out of.

BACK
Slant - Is the angle of the back comfortable? Backs which slant usually
are more comfortable than straight ones; more slant is needed
for a deep seat than for a shallow one.
Height and Shape - Does the chair relax you? For relaxation, a back
high enough to support your shoulders and head may be desirable.
Your rigid pelvic bone supports your lower back so less prop
is needed from the chair. However, you may enjoy the addition
of a pillow or a bolster. Comfortable tilt-back chairs may
have the added advantage of taking pressure off your feet and
legs.
ARMS

Are arm rests comfortable and practical? Arm rests should be of a
height to support your arms without raising your shoulders. Or you
mag prefer a chair without arms if they will interfere with activities
such as sewing or knitting.
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DURABILITY
If you like the appearance of the chair and it seems comfortable, check its
durability.
SEAL OF INTERGRITY*

Look for furniture tagged with a "Seal of Integrity." Its warranty might
read, for example: "Furniture which carries the NAFM Seal of Integrity is
warranted by the manufacturer to be free from defects in workmanship, material,
and construction for a reasonable period of time. This is usually a 12 month
period of time.
OUTSIDE COVER

The quality of the fabric influences the cost of the chair. The grade of
cloth, or its classification, and the initial of the manufacturer of ten are indicated on the label. Numbers, if used, usually vary from 1 to 20: A high number
indicates high quality, number ten average quality, and a number such as two, low
quality. If necessary, consult the buyer for help in interpreting the label.
You may have a choice between an upholstered chair, or one "in muslin" for
which you can order fabric to cover the chair yourself.
Check the following:
The cover should be well-tailored and fit smoothly and snugly, with seams
well-placed, well-proportioned, continuous, and well-sewn with matching thread.
Welting or trimming should be even and snug, not drawn or puckered. If you choose
patterned upholstery, make sure the design is well centered.
Find out if the fabric will wear well and not pick, pull, stretch, or shrink
out of shape when used or cleaned. A firm, compact weave holds its shape better
and wears better than a loosely woven fabric of similar texture and weight. A
balanced weave--all yarns about the same count, size, and strength--wears better
than a weave with heavy yarns in one direction and light-weighted yarns in the
other.
Desirable fabrics that are slow to soil are usually made of smooth, tightly
twisted fabers rather than soft, fuzzy ones. Middle value colors--neither so
light to show grease stains or so dark as to show lint--are practical.
Try to find out what dyes were used (vat dyes are good); whether colors are
fast to light and cleaning; whether the fabric is preshrunk or what shrinkage can
be expected; what finish has been applied, the care required, and how long the
finish might last.
Flammability: The Flammable Fabrics Act of 1953 applies to clothing: not
as yet to furnishings items. However, the U.S. Department of Commerce is not
considering inclusion of furnishings such as upholstered furniture. Upholstery
manufacturers are seeking flame retardant finishes that are lower in cost. Flame
*This is an example.
information.

There are other types and ways of expressing warranty
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retarding means "slow burning."
glass fiber.

Currently, the only true flame proof fiber is the

Plastic materials which are reinforced with a fabric back tear less easily and
quickly than do those without backing.
Button, piping, and channel backs help to keep the upholstery and padding in
place, but may be uncomfortable to lean against and difficult to recover.
STUFFING MATERIALS

By sitting in the chair and by feeling and comparing chairs of different price
levels, you can determine quality and your preference of padding materials.
If you can see or easily feel springs or sharp edges of the wood frame, you
may question quality, comfort, and durability.
Labels that identify stuffing materials also help you to judge quality. In
most states, labels on upholstered furniture are usually attached to the cushion
or seat. Read and interpret them carefully; ask questions if you don't understand
them. The label must specify all new materials or old materials which have been
sterilized; the kinds of fillings and the percentages of each.
Loose cushions also are required to have labels. Filling may be latex foam
rubber--natural or synthetic, man-made foams such as urethane types and vinyl,
curled hair rubberized; goose down or goose feathers, shredded foam, other feathers,
Kapok, or cotton. Percentages of combinations must be stated on the tag, such as
75 percent down and 25 percent goose feathers. Cushions also may have springs
covered with rubberized hair or cotton.
FINISH

A good wood finish is another indication of quality furniture. Look at the
legs, or other exposed wood in a good light instead of a dark corner of the showroom. Well-finished wood is satin smooth, with a rich, lusterous gleam, not raw,
glossy, or cloudy. Avoid unnatural color and graining, rough or splintered edges,
a sticky finish, cloudy varnish, blisters, or furniture with drippings of varnish
or gobs of glue. If you find these, you might suspect hidden careless workmanship.
Good finishes resist scratching, marring, chipping, spotting, and staining.
Test this with your finger nail on the underside of the chair. The wood should be
well finished above the upholstery.
WOOD

Quality furniture is usually made of hard, well-seasoned wood. Soft woods
are less expensive and mar more easily on exposed parts; green wood shrinks and
warps. Legs and other such structural parts should be made of lumber cut on the
straight grain, or of plywood, to insure strength. Avoid a chair if the wood has
cracks, checks, or is warped. Rely on the "Seal of Integrity."
If labeled, the Federal Trade Connnission rules specify the following classes:
Genuine - Exposed structural parts and flat surfaces (possibly veneer)
must be of the named wood. "Genuine Walnut", "Genuine Mahogany."
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Solid
Two

- Exposed portions of both frames and panels must be made of lumber--no veneer or plywood allowed. "Solid Oak", "Solid Cherry."

or more woods combined - For example, mahogany trim and gumwood frame
must be labeled with names of both woods. "Mahogany with gumwood
frame."

CONSTRUCTION

Again, rely on the "Seal of Integrity" to be confident of construction methods,
materials, and workmanship. You may also wish to investigate hidden qualities.
The seat frame, if made of wood, should take and hold tacks, and be thick enough to
support a seat construction (about 3/4 inch).
Construction;
Dust Cover - With the webbing construction, the bottom of the seat frame is
covered with cloth, often dark-colored cambric. The fabric should be firm
enough so dust, dirt, and padding materials will not sift through on the
floor. It should be neatly turned under, tacked, and fitted around the
legs.
Corner Blocks - Under the dust cover, check the corner blocks. These should
be large enough to help hold the seat frame, and be screwed rather than
nailed to it.
Seat Frame - Joinings of the four pieces of lumber in the seat frame should
be tight, preferably a mortise and tenon joint, or dowelled and glued.
Nailed joints are not as strong. You may not be able to see this, but you
can feel any space between the boards.
Webbing - Look through, feel through, or loosen a corner of the dust cover.
Webbing should be 3~ to 4 inches wide, firmly woven, and preferably of jute.
Strips should be laced together and about an inch apart. Springs are fastened to intersections of the webbing so this is one way to know whether there
is an adequate number of springs to make the seat confortable and strong
(about 9 to 12 strings in a 16-inch seat opening). Webbing is stronger than
burlap for mounting springs. If a synthetic cover is used, usually ask
about the fiber content and why it is used instead of webbing.
Springs - Springs should be hand-tied, eight times each. But recently, the
addition of an edge wire all around the seat has made tying four times
satisfactory. If tying has been carefully done, you can assume that good
quality springs and upholstery tie twine have been used.
Burlap - If the dust cover is loosened, you can see the burlap cover on top
of the springs. This should be of minimum or good quality. The springs
should be fastened to it.
Stuffing and Padding - By reading the label, and the information under STUFFING
MATERIALS in this publication, you can judge the quality of the padding
materials. You can feel the edge rolls and tell whether they are stuffed
with hair or with hard-twisted paper. Determine whether sharp edges of
wood which might cause fabric wear are protected.
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Muslin Cover - A muslin cover over the padding--foam as well as other padding
materials--protects both the padding and the outside cover and simplifies
recovering.
Sagless Construction:

You may find one of several kinds of sagless construction, instead of webbing
construction, to eliminate bulk, weight, and labor costs or tying springs. The
wood on the seat frame must be strong to support such construction. One type of
spring construction is designed so that strain and weight are on springs more than
on the seat frame. Seats may sag less than with webbing, but are not as resilient,
even with cone springs, as with coil springs and webbing. Metal may be noisy when
the seat moves up and down.
Plgwood Base - Plywood may be inserted in the seat opening.
firm base for foam rubber but is rigid.

This provides a

Resilient Steel Bands - lengthwise and crosswise, with helical springs fastening them to the four sides of the seat frame, make a more resilient seat
than does a plywood base.
No-sag Springs are more comfortable than metal bands. The flat type have coils
on the sides and clips or springs between rows. Metal strips are nailed to
the seat frame to fasten these springs. Another type of no-sag construction
has a metal drop bar on which single cone springs are fastened. These
require depth in the seat frame as does webbing construction.
Other Types of Construction

Rubber webbing and rubber covered wire loops are used in some contemporary,
lightly scaled chairs. Usually the frame of a folding chair has a screw and metal
slot joining, like a bedrail.
CUSHIONS

Separate cushions should be as well-made as the rest of the chair and the fabric well-placed on both sides. Judge the quality of stuffing materials by reading
the label.
SIDES AND BACK

Feel under the upholstery--well-made chairs have a muslin undercover, and
some padding to protect sharp edges of the wood frame.
Some chairs have a specially designed mechanism that makes it easy to turn.
Some feature rocker motion and independent back action. What kind of comfort do
you want? Chairs with casters help to make movability easy. How about your floor
covering? Can it take the constant rolling of casters? When mechanical features
are used, give those a double check, and be sure that you understand the working
and how to replace when repair is needed.

CARE
Choose chairs that are easy to move around, to dust, and to clean.

If frequent
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cleaning of the fabric is necessary, removable covers with concealed zipper closures
are convenient. Note on some chairs the covers are not to be removed from the cushion, so note the label. Be sure the label tells you the fiber content and gives
specific information on how to spot clean, how and what products to use for regular
cleaning, too. The more you know about the upholstery fabrics and the reconnnended
methods for cleaning, then, the easier it will be for you to keep them looking their
best.

PRICE
Shop around for best values and watch for sales. Buy from a reliable dealer;
he buys from a reliable manufacturer. If your purchase is on the installment plan,
know what the carrying charges are. If the furniture is for longtime rather than
temporary use, the best you can afford is a wise investment. Take the time to
browse and consider your selection carefully. Much you see is beautiful, but there
could be a wide gap between what you admire for the moment and what you want to
live with and like for a long time.

REFERENCE :

When You Buy a Lounge Chair, Cooperative Extension Service, New York
State College of Home Economics at Cornell University, Ruth Comstock.

Plushy, soft,
contemporary recliner.
Wide, deep rockerrecliner features attached wrap-over arm,
handsome exposed

wood.
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SMALL SCALE

Recliners used to be big gawky
monsters bought for the man of the
house as a chair all his own.
Today recliners have entered with
a new look, scaled to fit even
small apartments and proportioned
for lower-ceilinged rooms.

Innovator's low-priced, reclining chair and stool of enameled steel tubing and washable
washable cotton

Furniture, like this
chair, comes boxed,
ready to take home
and put
together.

